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Abstract – Portable mobile charger & Li-Fi dongle speaker. Charger have become one of the basic things needed in
day to day life. Solar charger eases the access for charging phone because of its portability. Light fidelity is although
similar to wireless fidelity but with huge difference of data transfer rate. This project shows the applications of Li-Fi
in audio transmission & automation in domestic as well as industrial purposes for controlling devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Now a days mobile has become multiultility device with higher performance simultaneously affecting its battery level
.Thus one can’t plugin charger everywhere one goes such as social places, hotels or while traveling & in uncertain
conditions. To overcome this most us carries extra charged batteries but they discharge as well. Thus we can use
portable solar mobile charger. Working without power sources for charging it can use to store energy, which further
can be used for later use, when sun is not visible, a cloudy day, or at night time. The solar panel harvest energy to
charge rechargeable batteries for mobile phone, tablet, I pad, & various devices consisting rechargeable batteries. The
charger circuit get energy from solar panel consisting many photovoltaic cells, charger circuit consisting of standards
voltage regular integrated circuit (IC chips), transistors, zener diodes , diodes & resistor all of them used the output
voltage & current of charger. How energy is generated? We consumed all major preparation of energy extracted from
non-renewable resources such as coal, nuclear energy, natural gases. this nonrenewable resources with limited range
of fuels available to their effect on environment although promising new technology are emerging such as
hydroelectricity, geothermal, tidal energy but execution cost & time is more the solar energy is much reliable.
Table 1. Power Densities of Harvesting Technologies

Light fidelity is new parameter in wireless communications. Light fidelity is although similar to wireless fidelity but
with huge difference of data transfer rate. Wi-Fi with 150mbps while Li-Fi gives up to 1gbps while Li-Fi is visible
light communication, bi-directional & it uses light rather than radio waves. Li-Fi is more reliable & secure for short
distance communication with large advantages of home automation thus we have use Li-Fi dongle speaker for
streaming audio signals from mobile phone, mp3 players, IPods, Tablets, laptops or other mobile audio system
wirelessly to Li-Fi speakers.
It uses a Li-Fi dongle for transmission of audio signals from a source such as audio signals from a source such as
mobile phone, & Li-Fi speaker with solar cells at the receiver end to receive transmitted audio signals without wired
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communication.Li-Fi dongle is connected to audio jack output available on mobile phones; it has an led through
which audio signals are transmitted as light signals. These light signals are captured by the Li-Fi speaker through the
solar cell array.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Light Fidelity is a wireless communication between devices using light for transmission of data. In its present state
only LED lamps can be used for the transmission of visible light. The term was first introduced by Harald
Haas during a 2011 TEDGlobal talk in Edinburgh. Li-Fi is a visible light communications system that is capable of
transmitting data at high speeds over the visible light spectrum, ultraviolet & infrared radiation.
In terms of its end use the technology is similar to Wi-Fi. The key technical difference is that Wi-Fi uses radio
frequency to transmit data. Using light to transmit data allows Li-Fi to offer several advantages like working across
higher bandwidth, working in areas susceptible to electromagnetic interference (e.g. aircraft cabins, hospitals), As in
sea Wi-Fi does not work, Security is the Advantage as light does not penetrate through walls, Li-Fi solve the issue as
shortage range of radio frequency bandwidth & offering higher transmission speeds.
III. FRAME WORK OF PROJECT & WORKING
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Figure 1. Block diagram of portable solar panel for charger & Li-Fi audio transmission.
Solar Panel: Solar panel is array of cells used for conversion solar energy to electricity), indirectly using
concentrated solar energy. Solar power systems use glass to focus a large area of sunlight into a small beam.
Photovoltaic cells convert light into an electric current using the photovoltaic effect.
Li-Fi Dongle & Speaker:
In this block Li-Fi receives solar power as input and with 3.5mm audio jack it receive audio signal to be transmitted.
While speaker is connected with solar cell array which act as receiver.
Solar Mobile Charger3.4 Mobile: Device to charge via USB cord.

Figure 2. Concept diagram
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Figure 3 Circuit diagram of Li-Fi dongle

Figure 4 Circuit diagram of solar mobile charger

IV. ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES
It is Bidirectional. There is great amount of energy reduction in lighting industry which uses Li-Fi based devices.
It provides high amount of security as data communication is line of sight (LOS). Uses low input voltage to produce
high voltage spikes of output for charging. To save the electricity bill cost in the long run. Useful for users in remote
area & portable for traveler. But it has one disadvantage as well. It does not work efficiently on a cloudy day. It can
be used for different types of chargers such as Laptop, cell phone & MP3 player. No License is needed for the Li-Fi.
V. APPLICATION & FUTURE SCOPE
It can be used in Medical instruments in chemical departments in petroleum plants etc. It can use Li-Fi in hospital &
aircraft.
Millions of street lamps can be transferred to Li-Fi lamps to transfer data. It can be used in educational institutes and
in Radio broadcast System.
VI. CONCLUSION
Renewable energy is not a new concept, nevertheless at an exponential growing population, the development &
improvement of them are essential to sustain world power hunger. The application of renewable energy at portable
devices starts to plays a significant role at global energy saving. Solar chargers are simple, portable & ready to use
devices which can be used by anyone especially in remote areas.
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